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Abstract-The stability and convergence of nonconforming hp finite-element methods, in par- 
ticular, the mortar finite-element method and its variants, are established based on a new stability 
measure for these methods. Using a generalized eigenvalue analysis, estimates for this measure are 
computed numerically. Our numerical results demonstrate that these nonconforming methods prove 
to be good candidates for hp,implementation and also behave ss well as conforming finite-element 
methods. The discussion here ls primarily in two dimensions, but some extensions to three dimensions 
are presented as well. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
finite-element analysis often requires assembly of incompatible sub-discretizations during design. 
For instance, connecting large substructures such as wing and fuselage structures that, may have 
been modeled by different, analysts in different groups or organizations is often quite challenging 
because the finite-element nodes of each component at the common interface are not, in general, 
coincident. Nonconforming finite-element methods such as the mortar methods have been shown 
to help in thii regard. These techniques allow us to model the domain as being split into several 
subdomains, each of which is meshed independently. This approach allows mesh refinement to be 
imposed selectively on those subdomains where it is needed (such as those around corners or other 
features) which contribute most to the error. Note that there are other useful applications as well 
for such nonconforming methods. For instance, they can help analyze the interaction of different. 
mathematical problems describing different processes (e.g., a fluid/structure interaction), using 
appropriate interface coupling conditions. Also, one can allow different discretization methods 
in different parts of the domain (for example, one may want to combine finite elements with 
spectral methods or finite elements with boundary elements or finite collocation methods with 
finite differences, etc.). 
After the introduction of the mortar element method (11, there has been a lot, of research in 
its numerical, computational, and implementational aspects [2-41. These methods are becoming 
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increasingly popular as specialized domain decomposition techniques and have been shown to be 
theoretically stable and optimal even when highly nonquasiuniform meshes are used to capture 
singularities [4]. It has also been well established [1,4-61 that the optimal rates afforded by the 
conforming h, p, and hp discretizations are preserved when such nonconforming methods are 
used, both in the presence of highly nonquasiuniform meshes and varying polynomial degree. 
Also, the three-dimensional mortar finite-element method has been analyzed [7,8]. 
One can find other examples of nonconforming methods in the literature (some defined only 
at the interelement, rather than the intersubdomain level) [g-11]. In addition, one can also find 
other specific formulations such as the mortar finite volume methods [12] and mortar multigrid 
techniques [13,14]. 
The goal in this paper is to introduce the notion of a stability measure which will help char- 
acterize the stability and convergence properties of nonconforming methods in an hp framework. 
We estimate this measure both theoretically and computationally and then extend these ideas 
to three dimensions. The outline of this work is as follows. We first review the nonconforming 
mortar (MO) finite-element method and its variant (Ml) for a model problem in two dimensions. 
We present an abstract error estimate result for the nonconforming finite-element solution in 
Section 2. This proof requires two main ingredients-the stability measure and the extension 
operator bound. In Section 3, we estimate the p-dependence of the stability measure for the 
mortar methods theoretically. We computationally verify these results via a generalized eigen- 
value analysis in Section 4. We also show that the stability measure remains independent of the 
mesh even when highly nonquasiuniform meshes are used. In Section 5, we formulate our model 
problem as a mixed method which is convenient for implementation. Section 6 contains the hp 
computations for a Neumann problem with discontinuous coefficients. Finally, in Section 7, we 
extend our discussion to three dimensions. 
Let us consider the following model problem: 
-Au = f, on Cl, u = 0, On aRD, 
dU 
z = 99 on c~SZN, (1) 
where Cl is a connected bounded polygonal domain in W2 with boundary as2 = %?D U mp~ 
(where d fiD is the Dirichlet boundary and d QN = d fl \ d flD is the Neumann boundary). Using 
standard Sobolev space notation, we define HA(R) = {u E H’(R) ] u = 0 on afiD}. The weak 
variational form of (1) then becomes the following. Find u E Hb(R) satisfying, for all v E HA(R), 




This problem has a unique solution. To discretize (2) by the finite-element method, we choose a 
finite-dimensional space VN c Hb(R) of piecewise polynomials and find a solution uN E VN such 
that a(uN, UN) = F(wN), VVN E VN. This is the standard conforming finite-element method. 
Let us now partition the domain R into S nonoverlapping polygonal subdomains {!&}f=i, 
which can be geometrically conforming or nonconforming. By geometrically conforming we mean 
that a sli II a 52, (i < j) is either empty, a vertex, or a collection of entire edges of Ri and 52,. In 
the latter case, we denote this interface es I’ij (i < J’) and this will consist of individual common 
edges y, y c l?ij. The above conformity condition can be relaxed, since following the arguments 
of Section 3 in [2], our results extend to nonconforming decompositions as well. Let us define the 
interface set I’ to be the union of the interface intersections dfii n d Rj (i < j), which result in a 
nonempty l?ij. We further subdivide Ri into triangles and parallelograms by regular [15] families 
of meshes {Ii}. It should be noted that the triangulations over different C& are independent 
of each other, with no compatibility enforced across interfaces. Hence, it is difficult to define 
a conforming finite-element space VN C H;(a), since such a (polynomial) space must contain 
continuous functions. 
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For K c Rn and k 2 0 integer, let ‘Pk (K) (Qk (K)) denote the set of polynomials of total 
degree (degree in each variable) 5 /C on K. Let k be a degree vector, k = {ICI, kz, . . . , ks}, which 
specifies the degree used over each subdomain and denote Ic = minl<i<s{ki}. We assume then -- 
that the following families {V&} of piecewise polynomial spaces are given on &: 
where Sk(K) is ?k (K) for K a triangle and &k(K) for K a parallelogram. 
We now define the space Vh,k by V&k = {U E &(fi) 1 u/n, E v&i}, a nonconforming space. 
Note that vhlh,k @ Hb(Cl), and hence, cannot be used for finite-element calculations. So, we use, 
instead, a subspace of vh,k, denoted by Vh,k (defined ahead), which enforces the interdomain 
continuity in a zdak sense. In addition to the meshes, the polynomial degrees may also be 
different across interfaces. We will define a discrete norm to be I~u/[$ = C,“=, I~u~~~~~~,~, over 
vh,k + HI(n) which is equivalent to the H1(R) norm for u E HI(o). 
Since the meshes 7, are not assumed to conform across interfaces, two separate trace meshes 
can be defined on rij, one from 0, and the other from “2j. Given u E vh,k, we denote the traces 
of u on rij from each of the domains Ri and 0, by ui and uj, respectively. Then we define 
where S,‘;: is a space of Lagrange multipliers for each edge y c I’Q. The discretization to (2) is 
then given by: find Uh,k E Vh,k satisfying, for all 2, E Vh,k, 
@(Uh,k, w) ef $ s,, vUh,k Vu dx = ‘(‘)’ 
I 
(5) 
We then define the energy norm to be /uIl,s = (cQ(u,u)) l/2 The following theorem can be 
proved to be satisfied for Lagrange multiplier spaces in practice [8]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Problem (5) has a unique solution provided the spaces S;Ly,‘z contain the constant 
function. 
Let the mesh 7, induce a mesh 7i(I’%j) on l?i3. Let y c rij and denote the subintervals of 
this mesh on y by 4, 0 < 1 5 N. In the mortar element method, the Lagrange multiplier space 
is defined to be 
S;,$ = {x E C(y) 1x11, E pk;(Il), l= l,...,N - 1, XII, E pk,-l(h) l=%N). 
Note that imposing the mesh and degree on Sh,k’ “” from the domain & as has been done here is 
quite arbitrary, and these can be taken from the domain Clj as well, without changing the results 
obtained. The Ml method [5] was defined by taking 
s;,‘: = {X E c(r,.j) I X(h E P&1(1& 1 = 0,. . . , N}. 
Let us denote the space (4), corresponding to the method Mr (r = 0,l) by (V[,k, S;l,k). Then we 
see immediately that 
‘%,k c $k, (6) 
which implies that the functions in Vik are more constrained than those in Vi,k, so that by (4), 
‘h,k ’ ‘;e,k. We then have the followihg theorem [5,8]. 
THEOREM 1.2. Problem (5) has a unique solution. 
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2. ABSTRACT ERROR ESTIMATES 
We will now develop an abstract theory to obtain convergence estimates for the finite-element 
solution which will help us evaluate the performance of the nonconforming method. Our estimates 
will be based on two main ingredients: a stability measure and an extension operator. 
2.1. The Stability Measure 
Let y be an edge in l?ij c I. Let & h,k denote the trace space of functions in V& (defined 
in (3)) that vanish at the end points of y; i.e., 
+y,,, = (4-v u E %,k,} n far). (7) 
For any function z E Lz(r), we then define the space L;,,(z) by 
L;,k~z4={wE%:h,kl ~~w-z)Xds=O,vxm,k} (8) 
(where Sl,, = Sl,$); i.e., Lx k(~) contains all functions w E + h,k that satisfy the mortar conti- 
nuity condition in (4) with respect to z across the interface y. 
We will make the following assumption. 
CONDITION B. For ally c l?ij c I and for all z E Ls(y), C’,,,(z) # 0. 
This is needed to ensure that the space Vh,k has sufficiently many functions. It is equivalent 
to saying that the matrix B defined later in (28) has rank equal to the number of rows. It is 
also sufficient for the mixed method formulation of our problem to have a unique solution (see 
Theorem 5.2). 
For MO, we note that dim(Gz,k) = dim(Sl,,), and we can solve condition in (8) uniquely for w, 
i.e., .L’,,,( ) 11 z wi consist of a single element, which we denote by w = IIi,k z. Here, IIX,, is a 
projection from Lz(r) onto ez,, defined by 
/-I-&z-+os=o, \JxEs;,k. (9) 
(For Ml, Ci,k(~) will have more than one element.) 
We now define stability constants at,‘:, 0 5 t 5 1, as follows: 
For MO, these constants provide upper bounds for the operator norm of II;,,, considered as a 
projection from Hi(y) (Hi:‘(r) for t = l/2) into itself. Finally, we define the stability measure 
(corresponding to t) of the method to be 
d,k = 
h-l 
max ah,k, oltll. 
ycrijcr (11) 
REMARK 2.1. The stability measures for t = 0, t = 1 are easy to calculate. In fact, we could use 
the equivalent definitions 
0-7 _ 
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Then for MO, it is easily seen that if we define 
6;; = (c$$-t (a;$, 0 < t < 1, (14) 
then we have 
%,k - h,k’ 
6-Y < &‘7 (15) 
In Section 4, we will use (12)-(14) to estimate CE~$ computationally for MO (the measure for 
t = l/2 will be the one of greatest interest, as we shall see). For Ml, although (15) may not hold, 
it will still be useful to estimate c$‘,‘k (t = 0,l) and oh k -‘i”” computationally using (12)-(14). 
REMARK 2.2. Suppose L;,,(z) consists of more than one element, as for Ml. Then, by imposing 
further restrictions, we could define not one, but several projections II;,,. For instance, for Ml, 
we could define II;)l,kz to be the unique element in Ci k(t) that is the mortar (MO) projection. 
Alternatively, we could define it to be the unique element in fZl,k(~) that is minimized in the HA(y) 
norm (e.g., t = 0, 1, or l/2). Once such a II = II;,, is fixed, we could redefine (12),(13) by 
Then defining 522 y ( ) b 14 , we see that (15) will hold for all methods, so that the stability can 
once again be truly estimated computationally. 
2.2. The Extension Operator 
In addition to the stability measure, another constant that will appear in our error estimates 
is a bound for an extension operator. We assume that for each y c I’ij c asti, there exists an 
extension operator Rl,k : GiBk + V&, satisfying, for all z E Gz,, and any E > 0, 
RlkZ=Z, On-f, R~skz=O, onaSli\y, (16) 
with /3;l,$ a constant independent of .z but depending on h, k, and E. As we shall see, in some 
cases (17) will hold with E = 0 as well. 
We define &k = maxycrijCr &;L. The operator Rz,k extends a trace polynomial on y to a 
piecewise polynomial on Ri in a bounded fashion and could be thought of as a finite-dimensional 
version of, e.g., the inverse Laplacian operator. 
2.3. Convergence Estimates 
For any u E H;(R), let us define the set ch,k(u) by 
jjh,k(‘LL) = { u E vh,k such that v(Nl) = u(Nl) for all 1 > , (18) 
where {Nl} denotes the set of all end points of the segments y c I’ij c I. We have the following 
theorem. The proof is adapted from [1,4] and is quite general. 
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THEOREM 2.1. For any u E HA(R), let {ch,k(u)} be defined as in (18). Then there exists a 
constant C, independent of u, h, and k, such that, for any c > 0, 
where ‘Ilh,k iS the SOhdiOn of (5). Moreover, if pi,& is finite, we can take E = 0 by replacing 
II.11 1/2+e,y bY II~Il,g(y). 
PROOF. We use the second Strang lemma [15], which bounds the error for nonconforming meth- 
ods in terms of an approtimation error (eA(u)) and a consistency error (ec(zl)), 
11'11- %,klll,S 5 c inf IIu - ylll,s + sup 
ladu, w) - JYw)l 
YEVh,k WEVh,k II4ll,S (19) 
= c(eA(U) + e(u)). 
Let us now obtain bounds on each of these errors. For the approximation error term in (lQ), 
suppose G is any function in Vh,k matching u at the vertices of each Szi; i.e., fi E i&&(u). Let 
y c l?ij C I’; then the jump G” -Gj vanishes at the end points of y. Let z, E 13yh,k(Gi - Gj) E %,k. 
Then from (8) it follows that 
s 
(12~ - (iij + zy)) x ds = 0, vx E $&. (20) 
7 
We can now extend .+ into Ri by the extension operator Ri,k to obtain wy = Ri,,(z,) E V,Z+,. 
We note that wy vanishes on d 0% \ y and extend it by zero to 0. Then, defining y = B + c, wyr 
we have y E Vh,k. Using (17), (20), and (lo), one can then show 
I 
1’2+E + %,k%,k c (llu - ~‘ll,,2+E,y + lb - fi%,z+c,y YO”3 cr
(21) 
Next, we consider the consistency error ec(zl) in (19). Let [w] = (wi - wj) be the jump of w 
across 7 C I?ij C l?. Then using (4), for /I E Sl,,, the error reduces to 
et(u) = sup 
WEVh,k 
The proof of the theorem now follows from (19), (21), and (22). I 
Theorem 2.1, thus, gives us an abstract convergence error estimate on the finite-element so- 
lution uh,k in terms of a;!:+’ and &k, which were defined to be the stability measure and the 
bound on the extension operator Rx,k, respectively. In the following sections, we estimate the 
dependence of a:!:” on h, k, E for the mortar methods MO and Ml, both theoretically and 
computationally. For estimating Pi,k, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. For the spaces Vh,k defined on a regular family of meshes Ii, there exists an 
extension operator &,k : +h,k -+ Vh Ic, satisfying (16),(17) with ,8i,k = p’. 
fixed, or for the case of quasiunifori heshes, we may take E = 0. 
Moreover, if h or k is 
The existence of such operators is well known for the p version [16,17], the h version [18,19], 
the hp version with quasiuniform meshes [17], and the hp version with general nonquasiuniform 
meshes [4]. 
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3. THEQRETICAL ESTIMATION 
OF THE STABILITY MEASURE 
As pointed out earlier, for MO, the dimensions of %,k and Slk are equal and the solution 
to the system of equations obtained from (8) is unique. This de&red a unique element by the 
projection operator II;,, in (9) which will be bounded in appropriate operator norms by 0:;. 
Note, however, that dim($i ,J > 
operator (though, see Remark 2.2). 
dim(S&) for Ml and so we do not have such a projection 
For the MO method, let us recall the definition of the projection II;,, defined in (9). For 
21 E &(y), 7 C l?ij C l?, II;I,kU = IIU E +i,, satisfies 
(23) 
This projection operator has been shown to be stable in both Lz(y) and I#((y) [4,8,20]. The 
proof of this stability result, however, required a minor restriction on the spaces {Vh,k}. This 
condition essentially says that the mesh refinement cannot be stronger than geometric and it has 
been shown that meshes commonly used in the h, p, and hp version all satisfy this restriction [8]. 
Using Theorem 3.1 in [4], we then have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. For the mortar element methods MO and Ml we have 
(24) 
PROOF. We first estimate &,!I/~+‘~’ by using (14) for MO. Since the constants CY~$ and cyii 
provide upper bounds for the projection operator Hi,,, we have from Theorem 3.1 of [4], CX”,;~ = 
O(k1j2) and C-Y;:: = O(k). Using (14) and (15), it is seen that ahk 1/2+e’y < Ck3/4+‘/2, This can _ 
then be used in conjunction with (11) to prove (24) for the MO method. 
Next, it is clear from (6) and (8) that one can achieve better infimums in definition (10) of the 
1/2+c stability measure for the Ml method than the MO method. Hence, the stability measure oh k 
corresponding to the method Ml also satisfies (24). I 
4. COMPUTATIONAL ESTIMATION 
OF THE STABILITY MEASURE 
We will now introduce a generalized eigenvalue analysis to compute the stability measures a?,; 
and c&,‘$ for the nonconforming methods MO and Ml, using (12),(13). We will also interpolate 
between these measures to compute Ci!i”‘, using (14). For simplicity, we take y = [-1, 11. 
4.1. Computational Estimation of CY?~ 
We use definition (12). This involves functions z E Ls(y), which may be expanded in the form 
Z(X) = C,“=laJi(z), where Li(z) is the i th Legendre polynomial. Since it is not possible to 
compute the above sum, we truncate the above series to Nk and then take hrk sufficiently large 
so that the value of ~$2 remains stable. Therefore, we use 
z(z) = % a&(x) (25) 
i=l 
in (12). Let {$i}i=r,,,,,M be the basis functions for Vh,k(y). We can then write any w E V&(-y) 
as 
w(2) = 5 b&(2$. (26) 
j=l 
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Let {&}+i,.,,,~ be the basis functions for Sh,k. Suppose w E am,, with z given by (25). 
Then (8) gives 
B6 = Ca’, (27) 
where B is an (N x M) matrix and C is an (N x Nk) matrix given by 
Bij = 
s 




Note that if B has rank N, then Condition B is satisfied. 
Let us now introduce the matrices” D (of size (A4 x M)) and K (of size (Nk x Nk)) which will 
be defined EM Dij = J7 $j$i d x and Kij = JY LjLi dz, respectively. Note that the matrix D is 
positive definite, and hence, we can do a Cholesky decomposition D = LT L, where L is a lower 
triangular (M x M) matrix. Denoting A = B L-l and Z = Lg, equation (27) can be rewritten 
as the following (generally underdetermined) system of equations: 
where A is (N x M). 
Using (25) and (26) it can now be shown that, for any w E Vh,k(T), 
If w E /Z:,,(z), then in the above, we must have Z satisfying (29). Therefore, taking the infimum 
over all w E fZC;r,k( Z) gives us 
(30) 
The matrix A is of full rank, and hence, the minimum-norm solution 5 to system in (29) is given 
by 
5 = ~~ (AA~)-’ cti. (31) 
Note that this minimizes IIz~llc,~. From (31), the infimum in (30) can be computed to be 
where R = CT(AAT)-lC. Taking the supremum for all z satisfying (25) will then give us 
Hence, our problem of estimating the stability measure c$;i from (12) is equivalent to solving 
for the maximum eigenvalue A, which satisfies the following generalized eigenvaiue problem: 
RZ = X2KZ. (32) 
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4.2. Computational Estimation of CX;$ 
We now use (13), and note that any function z E H,‘(y) may be expanded as 
where <i(x) = J_“, L,(t) dt. As in the previous case, since we cannot compute the infinite sum, 
we truncate the series to Nk terms and then take Nk sufficiently large for the value of aki to 
saturate. This gives 
Nh z(x) =c a&(x). 
i=l 
(34) 
Let {$Ji}i=r,,,.,M and {&}j=r,...,N be the basis functions for Vh,k(y) and Sh,k, respectively, as 
before. Let w E I/h&(T) defined as (26). Suppose w E Ll,k(~) with z as in (33). Then (8) gives 
system (27) with B, = J7 $j$; d x and Cij = J, [j& dx. The sizes of these matrices B and C are 
(N x M) and (N x Nk), respectively. We also define matrices D and K which are of sizes (M x M) 
and (Nk X Nk), respectively, as Dij = ST $;T+!J: d x and Kij = J, Lj Li dx. Using these modified 
definitions of Bij, Cij, D,, and KQ, we repeat the generalized eigenvalue analysis presented in 
Section 4.1, which leads us to solve a similar equation as (32) in order to estimate the stability 
measure cryk in (13). 
4.3. Results of the Computational Experiments 
Since our theory showed that the stability measures are independent of the mesh parameter h, 
we kept the mesh fixed (taking a uniform mesh with three subintervals) and performed computa- 
tions to verify the dependence on k. We computed the stability measure constants by estimating 
the maximum eigenvalue in (32). 
Figure 1 shows that the stability constants (Y$ for t = 0,l grow as O(k’/2) and O(k), respec- 
tively, for both the methods MO and Ml. We repeated the experiments by varying the number 
of subintervals to six and nine and observed the same kind of behaviour in the methods. We can 
now use (14) to bound ‘Y~,~ -V2” by the estimates that we have obtained on a:,‘k for t = 0,l to give 
-w&Y 







(a) Stability in 152. 
‘02z 
- MO 
F; 0 Ml 
10’ 
Polynomial Degree 
(b) Stability in Hf 
Figure 1. Stability bounds on LY~$ and a;;. 
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REMARK 4.1. The power lc314 in (24) seems to be sharp, as has been computationally verified 
above. 
5. MIXED METHOD FORMULATION 
It is somewhat cumbersome to implement the nonconforming method (5) due to the constraints 
J,(u~ - 2lj)xds = 0 for all x E Sz, imposed on Vh,k. In this section, we rewrite the weak for’- 
mulation in (5) as a mixed methoh formulation which can be viewed as a convenient method 
of practically implementing (5). H owever, these can also be directly implemented [21] as non- 
conforming methods without the auxiliary variable X. Also, one can use the method based on 
hanging nodes [22,23]. 
Multiplying the partial differential equation in (1) by u E vh,k, integrating by parts, and 
applying the boundary conditions gives 
&s(% v) + bs(v, A) = F(v), 
where X = --$$ is a new unknown variable and bs(v, X) is the bilinear form defined by 
(36) 
bs(v,X) = c / (vi - vj) Ads. (37) 
ycr,,cr 7 
We define the space [2], G, = {V E L2(fl), W]Q E H’(&), u = 0 on a@ n 8flD}, equipped 
with the energy norm, and M = {Ic, E D’(r), I&, E H-1/2(y), Vy c l?ij c IT} (where D’ is the 
Schwarz set of distributions) equipped with the norm 
( ) 
l/2 
llT4lM = c I141zH-l/2(y) 
rcrij cr 
(38) 
(Here HV1i2(y) stands for the topological dual space of H’i2(+y).) Then it can be easily seen 
that 
for all u E I&, $J E M; i.e., bs is a bounded bilinear form on v, x M. Problem (1) can now be 
stated in mixed form [2]: find (u, X) E p. x M such that 
as(u, w) + bs(v, 4 + bs(u, x) = J’(w), (39) 
for all (w,x) E vs x M. 
REMARK 5.1. Note that the linear elasticity equations can also be formulated as a mixed method. 
The Lagrange multiplier here would be i = (hi, A ) 2 w h ere hi = Cf=, aijnj. Here oij are the 
stresses. 
Problem (39) has a unique solution [2]. To define an approximation, we choose finitedimension- 
al subspaces I& C v, and Sh,k C M, where 
'%,k = Sh,k(r) = n s;,k* 
rCrijcr 
(40) 
we then find (fih,k, Ah,k) E %,k x Sh,k Satisfying, for all (W,x) E i&,k X Sh,k, 
as (%.,k,w) + bs(v, Ah,k)+ bs (Gh,k,X) = F(v). (41) 
We have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.1. If Uh,k SOh?S (5) and (&,k, Ah,,‘) SOhS (41), then Uh,k = i&k. 
PROOF. We subtract (5) from (41) and then substitute for w = ?&,k - ?&,k E vh,k. The theorem 
then follows by using the coercivity property of the bilinear form as(+, .). I 
Note, however, that to guarantee that the mixed method (41) has a unique solution, the 
following is a necessary condition: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Condition B hold; i.e., each Lz,k(~) as defined in (8) is nonempty. Then 
problem (41) ha.+ a unique solution. 
PROOF. Given X $ 0 in Shy,k, let y C l?~ c r be an interface such that X # 0 on y. Then we can 
obviously find a function u E H,‘(r) corresponding to X such that 
s vXds > 0. Y 
We can now extend v to a function V E vs which satisfies 
AP = 0, on Ri, vi = ?&, Vi = 0, on dQJy, Vj=O, on$, j#i. 
(44) 
Using (37), (44), and (43), we have bs(V, X) = J7 (Vi - Vj) Xds = & vXds > 0. 
If L;,,(v) # 8, then from (8) there exists w E %,1, such that &(w - v)Xds = 0. We can 
now use the extension operator Rz,k developed in [4] to extend w E 6;,, t0 u,, E v,+ such that 
v; = w on y and vh - j 0 for j # i. This, with Cz k(w) # 8, then gives 
by (43). This proves (42), and hence, the theorem. I 
REMARK 5.2. Let us remark that the condition 21 = 0 on a020 (or u = g on 80~) could also 
be implemented by suitably modifying (37) to include appropriate boundary terms. 
In [Z], the above mixed method h’as been fully analyzed for MO and an inf-sup condition has 
been derived. The argument is independent of the mesh choice and polynomial degree, and so 
carries over directly to nonquasiuniform meshes considered here. Hence, for the mixed method 
formulation of the nonconforming mortar methods, one can clearly bound the error in u and 
the error in the Lagrange multiplier X. Numerical results presented in [5] validate the expected 
convergence behaviour for both u and X for the model problem (1). 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we perform hp computations on geometric meshes for a variation of the model 
problem (l), implemented as a mixed method. We consider 
- div(nVzl) = f, on s1, u = 0, on dflD, 
au 
c&=9, On dflN, (45) 
where K = Ki is a smooth coefficient over each !&, bounded by positive constants such that 
ai _< IE~ < Ai. Note that the entire analysis and constructions in this paper can be extended 
to (45) with minor modifications. If K = 1, then (45) reduces to (1). 
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(a) L-shaped domain (b) Partition and tensor product mesh for m = n = 2 
Figure 2. 
We solve (45) on the L-shaped domain (Figure 2) where R = 01 U fls and K = Ki on Ri. We 
let nr = 1, ~2 = 2 (different constants). This problem with discontinuous coefficients is of great 
interest in several applications. For instance, (45) models the case where one has two different 
materials, with conductivities ~1 and ~2. It can be verified that the dominant singularity at 0 
behaves like P, where 
o = - tan 9 -1(+-x). (46) 
Suppose we take Neumann boundary conditions a RN = a 52, with a Dirichlet condition imposed 
only at the point C. We choose f so that the exact solution is 
Ul = uln, = P 
( 
cos(o@)+tan(y)sin(o0)) -cc, 
‘1Lz = uJi-2, = c (r” cos(cd3) - 1) ) (48) 
where c = 1 + tan(3ar/2) tan(on/2). Note that u given above satisfies (45). Also, across the 
interface OA, both the solution and the flux are continuous. 
We impose appropriate Neumann conditions on dR to approximate problem (45) with exact 
solution (47),(48) by the mortar method Ml used along OA (the results for MO being similar). 
We had presented the h-version results for (45) and the convergence rate was observed to be 
precisely O(ha) for uni,fown meshes and O(hk) f or radical meshes, where k was the degree of the 
polynomial [5]. Here we investigate the convergence rates for the p and hp versions. 
For ease of implementation, we consider tensor product meshes, where Qs is divided into n2 
rectangles and 01 is divided into 2m2 rectangles (see Figure 2). For our experiments we take 
m = n, and along the x- and y-axes, take the grid points, x0 = 0, xi = 01-j for j = 1,. ,n. 
Here, oi is the geometric ratio used on fii. To make the method nonconforming we take ~1 = 0.17 
and u2 = 0.13. The conforming method (CF) is modelled by taking the geometric ratios to be 
the same in each domain (0.13 or 0.17 in each domain). 
In Figure 3, we compare the performance of the nonconforming method with the conforming 
method using n = 4 layers. It clearly shows the characteristic ‘S-shaped p convergence curve with 
initial exponential convergence, followed by the flattened algebraic rate of O(keza) with QI defined 
in (46) for ~1 = 1, IE~ = 2. Let us note that Theorem 3.1 suggested a possible loss of O(k3j4) in 
the asymptotic rate. This is, however, not visible in the computations as the nonconforming and 
conforming slopes are the same. Figure 3 also demonstrates that the Ml method behaves as well 
as the conforming FEM. 
Next, we plot the results of increasing the degree k for various n in Figure 4 using the Ml 
method. The hp version is then the lower envelope of these curves-by changing both n and k 
simultaneously, we remain in the exponential phase. 
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Figure 4. p version for geometric mesh using Ml, n = 1,. . ,6, c1 = 0.17, Q = 0.13. 
Finally, in Figure 5, we plot the log of the relative energy norm error in u vs. N1i4 (where N 
is the number of degrees of freedom), which gives a straight line. This shows that an exponential 
convergence rate of Ce-yN”4 is recovered when the nonconforming mortar finite-element method 
is used. 
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Figure 5. Exponential convergence for the hp version for Ml method. 
7. ABSTRACT ERROR ESTIMATES IN 3-D 
The extension of the definition of the mortar element methods MO and Ml to three dimensions 
(for tensor product spaces) have been presented [5,8]. It can be seen that the MO method cannot 
be easily defined for a general mesh of parallelograms (except for the linear case [7]). The 
advantage of Ml is clearly obvious since these extend easily to general meshes (and not just 
tensor product ones like MO). In order to prove abstract error estimates on the finite-element 
solution in 3-d, one has to use similar tools as in 2-d. Namely, we have to characterize the two 
main ingredients: the stability measure Q,+ i”+’ of the method as in (lO),(ll) and the bound on 
the extension operator &‘z. We can then prove an abstract estimate in 3-d. as in Theorem 2.1. 
For the h version, an extension operator R& is defined and shown to satisfy (16),(17) with 
c = 0 and @;l:‘k = ,B in Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1 of [4]. These operators also exist for 
the p version [24] with E = 0. Hence, the only other thing left is to estimate the stability measure 
CX$+‘. As before, for the MO case, this measure is an upper bound on the norm of a unique 
projection operator defined by (7) and (8). W e will estimate the norm of this projection operator 
1/2-k and this will then help us to estimate the dependence of oh k on lc which can then be used in 
the abstract error estimate. Our proof is for any tensor product interface mesh defined on Izj. 
We will estimate the bounds of this operator in Lz(l x I) and Hd(I x I), which will enable us to 
then estimate CY~‘~~’ by interpolation. We begin with a general tensor product result. 
7.1. A Tensor Product Result 
Let I be an interval and Q = I x I. Let V and S be tensor product spaces on Q of the form 
V = SpanMzMy) where 1-42) E K, P(Y) E V,> = V, @ &, 
S = Span{x(z)$(y) where x(z) E S,, $4~) E S,) = S, @ S,, 
where V,(I), V,(I), S,(I), S,(I) are spaces each defined on 1. 
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We assume V, S are such that we can define the projection II : &(Q) -+ V(Q) as follows: for 
u(x, y) E &(Q), IIu E V(Q) satisfies, for all @ E S(Q), 
JS 
HUB dx dy = 
ss 
u@ dx dy. (49) 
Moreover, the following l-d proieclions are also difmed. For any function u(x), II,21 E V,(I) 
satisfies 
s 
H,ux dx = ux k vx E Sz(O (50) 
I I I 
Similarly, for any function u(y), II,u E V,(I) satisfies 
J I-&ull, dy = J 4 dy, v'1c, E SyU). (51) I I 
We will be using the notation IIyIIzu(x, y) in the following theorem which we define as follows. 
Consider the function u(x, y). We first fix y = y, which gives a function u(x, 5). This is a function 
of x alone, and hence, we can apply III, to this function and define 
E (Xl 5) = nzu (x7 3 (52) 
This can be repeated for each g to get a new function, (II,u)(x, y). Now we lix x = x to give a 
function (II,u)(?, y) which depends only on y. Hence, applying IIY to (H,u)(x, y), we get 
B @, Y) = q(Ku) (3, Y) = n, (E (c Y)) (53) 
Repeating this for each x we finally get a new function which we denote by IIyIIzu(x, y). 
Note that l&&,u(x, y) can be defined analogously. The main result of this section is the 
following. 
LEMMA 7.1. For any 11 E &(I), 
I-h = rI,n,u = rI,H,u. (54) 
PROOF. IIu is the unique element in V which satisfies (49). In order to establish (54), we will 
prove that II,III,u also satisfies (49). Let us fix y = y. For each y, we know that u(., y), I&u(., y) 
are functions of x alone. The definition of &u(x, y) from (50) gives 
s 
((Ku) (x,9) - u (x,8)) x(x) dx = 0. (55) 
Note that both J1 &21(x, y):(x) d x and s, u(x, y)x(x) dx are functions of y. Hence, we can 
apply III, to both sides of (55) (with y replaced with y) and then multiply by the function q(y) 




G4wdxbW~) 1Cl(y)& = J;&, (~4w)xbWx) ti,(y)dy. (56) 




Q&a)x(x)d~) $(y)& =~~~.u(x,y)~(y)dyX(“)dx, 
to which one can now apply the definition of II, again to give 
J (1 =I, nsu(x, dx(x) dx > NY) dy = /- 1 I-4, Qk4x, y)> Ny)x(x) dxdy. (57) I I 




u(izdx(x)dx) ~~~~d~~;liy(i;iiy:*xiiidiivx~~~~~~~~ (53) 
From (56)-(58) we have 
SJ &, W&, Y)) $(Y)x(x) dx &= I I JJ 4x, Y)$J(Y)x(x) dx dy. (59) I I 
Comparing equations (49) and (59), we then see that IIu. = II,II,u, which is one part of (54). 
The other part is proved in the same way. I 
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7.2. Estimate in 152(Q) 
The projection operator II in (49) satisfies the following Lz estimate. 
THEOREM 7.1. For u E L2(Q), ~~ll~~~~,~ 5 Ckllt&,~. 
PROOF. We first recall the one-dimensional estimates obtained in Theorem 3.1 in [4] for the 
projection operator 
llL~llO,I I C~1’211~llo,I, 
Ilq/4lo,r L C~“211~llo,I, 
for any v(z) E La(I), 
for any v(y) E La(I). 
630) 
(61) 
Let us now estimate the L2 normover I of the function <(z, g) defined by (52). We have, by (60), 
IIE b7 s,IlX = Ji ( Ku (5, g)j2 dx = II&~ (. , z-N& I Ck lb (. , !All:,, = Ck J I (u (x,&))~ dx. 
Varying g for all y and integrating in the y direction gives 
JJ ((&u)(x, ~1)~ dx&/ I Ck JJ (4~ ~1)~ dxdy. (62) I I I I 
Similarly, using (53) and (61) it can be shown that ]]a(~,y)]]g,~ 5 kllII,ui&. Thii gives 
J (&I (nzu) (3, y)12 4 5 k I J I ((IL4 (3, Y))~ dy. 
Now varying f for all x and integrating in the x direction, the above equation then becomes 
JJ O-4, 0-L~) (x, 1)~ h/da: I k JJ (Pzu)(x, yN2 dydx. (63) I I I I 
From (62) and (63), we get the result. I 
7.3. Estimate in H;(Q) 
We will now estimate the projection operator II in Hi(Q). For this we will need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7.2. Foru E Hi(Q), 
g (qfu) = n, g, (64) 
-& (rlI,u) = l-l, g. (65) 
PROOF. For any II, E S,(I), since $J is a function of y only, 
(66) 
where we have used (51) for the last part. Now using again the fact that $J depends only on y 
gives 
(67) 
where the last equality is from (51). Equation (64) follows by combining (66) and (67). Equa 
tion (65) is proved in a similar fashion. I 
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(68) 
PROOF. From Lemma 7.1 and (64), 
Using (61) and Theorem 3.1 of [4], we also have 
Combining the above equation with (69) proves 
II II g uw 5 C~3’211~l11,1. %I 
Similarly, we can also prove 11% (IIu)Ilo,~ 5 Ck3/2~~u~~~,~. Estimate (68) then follows from this 
and (70). I 
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 can tiow be used to obtain the following abstract error estimate in 
three-dimensions for any tensor product interface mesh. 
THEOREM 7.3. The stability measure for the mortar finite-element methods MO and Ml satisfies 
l/2+8 
%.k - 
< &‘/4+’ (71) 
PROOF. For the MO method, since the constants ~7~ and (Y;$ provide upper bounds for the 
projection operator II, we have by Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 c$;L 5 O(k) and a;,$ 5 O(k3i2). 
-1/2+&Y Using (14), we can then obtain cxh k < Ck5/4+‘. Definition (11) of the stability measure _
1/2+c and (15) then give cxyh k = CY~,~ w+a,-f 5 &y;+s,Y. 
for method Ml by using (6) and (8). ’ 
This proves (71) for MO. Estimate (71) follows 
I 
Although we do not have theoretical estimates for nontensor product type spaces, it has been 
shown that we can still computationally test the invertibility of various mortar methods for 
nontensor product meshes [8]. Let us remark that we could also computationally estimate the 
stability measures for various h, p, and hp methods as in the 2-d case. The only difference is 
that we now must use a truncated double sum instead of (25) and (34). For the k-dependence of 
mortar methods in 3-d, we believe that such a computational study would be a good alternative to 
trying to mathematically establish stability (which is difficult in the absence of a tensor product 
structure). 
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